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KEY=JENNIFER - MORROW WILLIAMS
Tangled Threads Simon and Schuster The fourth book in the “outstanding” (Romantic Times) Elemental Assassin fantasy
series featuring Gin Blaco, who by day is a waitress at a Tennessee BBQ joint, and by night is a tough female assassin.
I’d rather face a dozen lethal assassins any night than deal with something as tricky, convoluted, and fragile as my
feelings. But here I am. Gin Blanco, the semi-retired assassin known as the Spider. Hovering outside sexy businessman
Owen Grayson’s front door like a nervous teenage girl. One thing I like about Owen: he doesn’t shy away from my
past—or my present. And right now I have a bull’s-eye on my forehead. Cold-blooded Fire elemental Mab Monroe has
hired one of the smartest assassins in the business to trap me. Elektra LaFleur is skilled and eﬃcient, with deadly
electrical elemental magic as potent as my own Ice and Stone powers. Which means there’s a ﬁfty-ﬁfty chance one of
us won’t survive this battle. I intend to kill LaFleur—or die trying—because Mab wants the assassin to take out my
baby sister, Detective Bria Coolidge, too. The only problem is, Bria has no idea I’m her long-lost sibling . . . or that I’m
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the murderer she’s been chasing through Ashland for weeks. And what Bria doesn’t know just might get us both dead.
. . . By a Thread Simon and Schuster Gin Blanco takes a vacation with her sister, Bria, to a swanky beach town, but her
vacation is threatened when an old friend of Bria's is threatened by a powerful vampire and Gin's ex-lover, Detective
Donovan Caine, reappears. Spider's Revenge Simon and Schuster The ﬁfth book in the “outstanding” (Romantic Times)
Elemental Assassin fantasy series featuring Gin Blaco, who by day is a waitress at a Tennessee BBQ joint, and by night
is a tough female assassin. Old habits die hard for assassins. And I plan on murdering someone before the night is
through. Killing used to be my regular gig, after all. Gin Blanco, aka the Spider, assassin-for-hire. And I was very, very
good at it. Now, I’m ready to make the one hit that truly matters: Mab Monroe, the dangerous Fire elemental who
murdered my family when I was thirteen. Oh, I don’t think the mission will be easy, but turns out it’s a bit more
problematic than expected. The bitch knows I’m coming for her. So now I’m up against the army of lethal bounty
hunters Mab hired to track me down. She also put a price on my baby sister’s head. Keeping Bria safe is my ﬁrst
priority. Taking Mab out is a close second. Good thing I’ve got my powerful Ice and Stone magic—and my irresistible
lover, Owen Grayson—to watch my back. This battle has been years in the making, and there’s a good chance I won’t
survive. But if I’m going down, then Mab’s coming with me . . . no matter what I have to do to make that happen. Heart
of Venom Simon and Schuster After a Fire elemental and his goons kidnap her close friend, assassin Gin Blanco ventures
into the black woods of Ashland for revenge. Original. 75,000 ﬁrst printing. Venom An Elemental Assassin Book Simon
and Schuster What kind of assassin works pro bono? It’s hard to be a badass assassin when a giant is beating the crap
out of you. Luckily, I never let pride get in the way of my work. My current mission is personal: annihilate Mab Monroe,
the Fire elemental who murdered my family. Which means protecting my identity, even if I have to conceal my
powerful Stone and Ice magic when I need it most. To the public, I’m Gin Blanco, owner of Ashland’s best barbecue
joint. To my friends, I’m the Spider, retired assassin. I still do favors on the side. Like ridding a vampire friend of her
oversized stalker—Mab’s right-hand goon who almost got me dead with his massive ﬁsts. At least irresistible Owen
Grayson is on my side. The man knows too much about me, but I’ll take my chances. Then there’s Detective Bria
Coolidge, one of Ashland’s ﬁnest. Until recently, I thought my baby sister was dead. She probably thinks the same
about me. Little does she know, I’m a cold-blooded killer . . . who is about to save her life. Web of Lies Simon and
Schuster Curiosity is deﬁnitely going to get me dead one of these days. Probably real soon. I'm Gin Blanco. You might
know me as the Spider, the most feared assassin in the South. I’m retired now, but trouble still has a way of ﬁnding
me. Like the other day when two punks tried to rob my popular barbecue joint, the Pork Pit. Then there was the
barrage of gunﬁre on the restaurant. Only, for once, those kill shots weren’t aimed at me. They were meant for Violet
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Fox. Ever since I agreed to help Violet and her grandfather protect their property from an evil coalmining tycoon, I’m
beginning to wonder if I’m really retired. So is Detective Donovan Caine. The only honest cop in Ashland is having a
real hard time reconciling his attraction to me with his Boy Scout mentality. And I can barely keep my hands oﬀ his
sexy body. What can I say? I’m a Stone elemental with a little Ice magic thrown in, but my heart isn’t made of solid
rock. Luckily, Gin Blanco always gets her man . . . dead or alive. Widow's Web Simon and Schuster The seventh book in
the hugely popular Elemental Assassin series by New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Jennifer Estep—Gin
Blanco is back and ready for action. I used to murder people for money, but lately it’s become more of a survival
technique. Once an assassin, always an assassin. So much for being plain old Gin Blanco. With every lowlife in Ashland
gunning for me, I don’t need another problem, but a new one has come to town anyway. Salina might seem like a
sweet Southern belle, but she’s really a dangerous enemy whose water elemental magic can go head-to-head with my
own Ice and Stone power. Salina also has an intimate history with my lover, Owen Grayson, and now that she’s back,
she thinks he’s hers for the taking. Salina’s playing a mysterious game that involves a shady local casino owner with a
surprising connection to Owen. But they call me the Spider for a reason. I’m going to untangle her deadly scheme,
even if it leaves my love aﬀair hanging by a thread. Spider's Bite An Elemental Assassin Book Simon and Schuster Follow
Gin Blanco, a kick-butt female assassin who moonlights at a BBQ joint in Tennessee, as she searches for the person
who double-crossed her in this heart-pounding and fresh paranormal romance series. After Gin’s family was murdered
by a Fire elemental when she was thirteen, she lived on the streets and eventually became an assassin to survive.
Now, Gin is assigned to rub out an Ashland businessman, but it turns out to be a trap. After Gin’s handler is brutally
murdered, she teams up with the sexy detective investigating the case to ﬁgure out who double-crossed her and why.
Only one thing is for sure—Gin has no qualms about killing her way to the top of the conspiracy. Deadly Sting Simon and
Schuster The eighth hotly anticipated book in the Elemental Assassin series by New York Times bestselling author
Jennifer Estep: it’s Gin Blanco's party—and you’ll cry if she wants you to. Red is deﬁnitely my color. Good thing,
because in my line of work, I end up wearing it a lot. Most people shy away from blood, but for an assassin like me—
Gin Blanco, aka the Spider—it’s just part of the job. Still, it would be nice to get a night oﬀ, especially when I’m
attending the biggest gala event of the summer at Briartop, Ashland’s fanciest art museum. But it’s just not meant to
be. For this exhibition of my late nemesis’s priceless possessions is not only the place to be seen, but the place to be
robbed and taken hostage at gunpoint as well. No sooner did I get my champagne than a bunch of the unluckiest
thieves ever burst into the museum and started looting the place. Unlucky why? Because I brought along a couple of
knives in addition to my killer dress. Add these to my Ice and Stone magic, and nothing makes me happier than
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showing the bad guys why red really is my color. Haints and Hobwebs An Elemental Assassin Story Jennifer Estep Even
the Spider can’t escape a ghost’s web . . . I’m being haunted. As Gin Blanco, aka the assassin the Spider, I’m used to
being haunted by all the bad things I’ve done over the years. I suppose it was only a matter of time before an actual
ghost came back to haunt me. But for once, I’m not the bad guy, and I wasn’t the person who sent this ghost—this
haint—into the afterlife. But this haint deﬁnitely wants something from me, and I can’t help but think that it’s revenge
on the person responsible for her untimely demise. Good thing revenge is my specialty, whether it’s among the living
or the dead . . . Note:Haints and Hobwebsis an 11,000-word story that takes place after the events of Tangled Threads,
book 4 in the Elemental Assassinurban fantasy series. Haints and Hobwebsﬁrst appeared in The Mammoth Book of
Ghost Romancein 2012. Venom in the Veins Elemental Assassin Gin Blanco returns in her 17th adventure in the Elemental
Assassin series by New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Estep. The Spider Simon and Schuster For the ﬁrst time,
the full origin story of Gin Blanco's transformation into the fearsome assassin known as the Spider—book ten in the
red-hot Elemental Assassin urban fantasy series. How did I end up in a career where I always have blood on my hands?
Well, let me tell you a story about an assassin who thought she could do no wrong. . . . Ten years ago. A blistering hot
August night. I remember like it was yesterday. The night I, Gin Blanco, truly became the Spider. Killing people is what
I do best, especially now that I’ve honed my Ice and Stone magic. But back then, I had yet to learn one very important
rule: arrogance will get you, every single time. This particular job seemed simple: murder a crooked building
contractor with ties to ruthless Fire elemental Mab Monroe. My mentor, Fletcher Lane, had some misgivings, but I was
certain that I had the situation under control . . . right up until I exposed my weaknesses to a merciless opponent who
exploited every single one of them. There’s a reason assassins aren’t supposed to feel anything. Luckily, a knife to the
heart can ﬁx that problem, especially when I’m the one wielding it. . . . Thread of Death Simon and Schuster Gin Blanco,
aka the assassin the Spider, might have ﬁnally killed her nemesis, Mab Monroe, but that doesn’t mean that it’s smooth
sailing. Gin goes to Mab’s funeral to say her goodbyes and runs into some of Ashland’s most notorious underworld
power players, including Jonah McAllister and Phillip Kincaid. McAllister wants her dead, and Kincaid has his own
murky motives when it comes to the Spider, and Gin once again ﬁnds herself ﬁghting for her life. Only this time, she
might wind up in the cemetery right next to Mab…. Poison Promise Simon and Schuster In book eleven of her New York
Times bestselling Elemental Assassin series, author Jennifer Estep continues “one of the best urban fantasy series
going on the market” (Fresh Fiction). Gin Blanco is hard-nosed, sexy, and lethal. Nicknamed “The Spider,” she’s a
stone elemental assassin who brings her unique mix of magic and tact to every assignment, no matter the target.
There’s a new drug on the streets of Ashland, and its name “Burn” sums up the potent eﬀect it has on its users. When
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one of her restaurant employees is threatened by dealers of the drug, Gin steps in to set things straight… Carniepunk
Simon and Schuster A collection of urban fantasy stories that take place at carnivals. From vampires and creepy clowns
to mermaids, Druids, and wisecracking Irish wolfhounds, you'll ﬁnd out that carnivals aren't the healthiest types of
places to hang out at.... Kiss of Frost Kensington Books A high school warrior-in-training gets lessons in surviving a
mysterious assassin in the New York Times bestselling author’s YA urban fantasy novel. I'm Gwen Frost, a second-year
warrior-in-training at Mythos Academy, and I have no idea how I'm going to survive the rest of the semester. One day,
I'm getting schooled in swordplay by the guy who broke my heart—the drop-dead gorgeous Spartan Logan Quinn who
slays me every time. Then, an invisible archer in the Library of Antiquities decides to use me for target practice. And
now, I ﬁnd out that someone at the academy is really a Reaper bad guy who wants me dead. Now, with Logan’s help,
I’ll have to learn to live by the sword—or die trying. Kiss of Venom Simon and Schuster The New York Times bestselling
Elemental Assassin series continues with a new e-novella—from the hero’s point of view! Owen Grayson is bound and
determined to get Gin back...if her enemies don’t get her ﬁrst. When you have a history of dating an assassin, a night
out on the town can turn deadly—fast. Owen Grayson is still wracked with guilt over the end of his love aﬀair with Gin
Blanco, and there aren’t enough gin and tonics in all of Ashland to ease his heartache. But when Gin happens to show
up at the same nightclub, he isn’t the only one hoping to get her alone. Some shadowy ﬁgures will do anything to take
down the Spider, Gin’s assassin alter ego, and Owen will do anything to protect her. This could be the way to win her
back, or at least give her a night oﬀ from ﬁghting for her life—if Owen can survive... Snared Simon and Schuster The
sixteenth book in the New York Times bestselling Elemental Assassin urban fantasy series that RT Book Reviews calls,
“An extraordinary series…[containing] one of the most intriguing heroines in the genre.” If you don’t know Gin “the
Spider” Blanco, you don’t know dangerous female heroines. Irony 101—The Spider herself snared in someone else’s
web… Another week, another few clues trickling in about the Circle, the mysterious group that supposedly runs the
city’s underworld. Gathering intel on my hidden enemies is a painstaking process, but a more immediate mystery has
popped up on my radar: a missing girl. My search for the girl begins on the mean streets of Ashland, but with all the
killers and crooks in this city, I’m not holding out much hope that she’s still alive. A series of clues leads me down an
increasingly dark, dangerous path, and I realize that the missing girl is really just the ﬁrst thread in this web of evil. As
an assassin, I’m used to facing down the worst of the worst, but nothing prepares me for this new, terrifying
enemy—one who strikes from the shadows and is determined to make me the next victim. Black Widow Simon and
Schuster Lethal, sexy, and always ready to protect her friends, Gin Blanco (a.k.a. the Spider) takes on the mysterious
M.M. Monroe in book twelve of the New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling Elemental Assassin urban fantasy
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series. There’s nothing worse than a cruel, cunning enemy with time to kill—and my murder to plan. With wicked Fire
elemental Mab Monroe long gone, you’d think I could ﬁnally catch a break. But someone’s always trying to take me
down, either as Gin Blanco or my assassin alter-ago. Now along comes the Spider’s new arch-nemesis, the
mysteriously named M. M. Monroe, who is gleefully working overtime to trap me in a sticky web of deceit. The thing is,
I’m not the only target. I can see through the tangled threads enough to know that every bit of bad luck my friends
have been having lately is no accident—and that each unfortunate “coincidence” is just one more arrow drawing ever
closer to hitting the real bull’s-eye. Though new to Ashland, this M. M. Monroe is no stranger to irony, trying to get me,
an assassin, framed for murder. Yet, as my enemy’s master plan is slowly revealed, I have a sinking feeling that it will
take more than my powerful Ice and Stone magic to stop my whole life from going up in ﬂames. Nice Guys Bite Simon
and Schuster New York Times bestseller Jennifer Estep continues her Elemental Assassin urban fantasy series with a
novella starring Silvio Sanchez, the vampire assistant of Gin Blanco, as he goes on a holiday date that turns out to be
more deadly than romantic. Working for Gin Blanco (aka the Spider, the assassin who runs the Ashland underworld)
doesn’t leave much time for romance, especially with Gin’s holiday party planning in full swing. But when he catches
the eye of a charming gentleman, Silvio ﬁnds himself going out for coﬀee. All’s fair in love and war, though. Just as
Silvio is starting to enjoy himself, he realizes he’s being watched. His nice guy date doesn’t sense the danger, and
Silvio wants to keep it that way (and, well, keep the guy alive) so Silvio ends the date early—only to be abducted by
some villainous giants. Will Silvio survive the night and make it back to the Pork Pit in time for Gin’s holiday party?
Only if he decks the hall with bodies... Nightingale Jennifer Estep Anxious brides. Drunken businessmen. Panicked
partygoers. As Bigtime, New York’s premiere event planner, Abby Appleby is capable of handling almost any crisis, but
even she’s not prepared when she ﬁnds herself in the middle of a ﬁght between superhero Talon and his ubervillain
nemesis Bandit. Abby manages to save Talon, but the superhero is temporarily blinded, so she takes him back to her
loft, where the two wait out a snowstorm. During a blizzard that shuts down the city, Abby and Talon grow close, and
he starts calling her Nightingale because of her love of music and singing. But Abby is afraid of what Talon will think
when he can see the real her, so she conceals her identity from the sexy superhero, and they go their separate ways.
However, Abby discovers that Talon is looking for Nightingale, looking for her—and so is Bandit. The mercenary
ubervillain thinks that Abby has information that belongs to his boss, the mysterious Tycoon. Abby knows that she’s in
serious trouble and that not even Talon—or the Fearless Five—may be able to save her … Spartan Destiny A Mythos
Academy Novel Jennifer Estep This Spartan makes her own destiny . . . Most kids at the Colorado branch of Mythos
Academy know me as Rory Forseti, the daughter of Reaper assassins. Secretly, I’m a member of Team Midgard, a
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group of students and adults tasked with stopping Covington, the evil leader of the Reapers of Chaos. For me, the
mission is a deeply personal one, since Covington is also the man who murdered my parents. When my friends and I
get a lead on a powerful artifact that Covington wants to steal, we think we ﬁnally have a chance to thwart the
Reapers and stop them for good. Team Midgard comes up with a plan, but everything goes sideways, and I’m suddenly
in the ﬁght of my life. My worst fears might have come true, but I know what my Spartan destiny is—to save my
friends, or die trying . . . Unraveled Simon and Schuster "I might be the Spider, the city's most fearsome assassin, but all
my Ice and Stone elemental magic hasn't done me a lick of good in learning more about 'the Circle.' Despite my
continued investigations, the trail's gone as cold as the coming winter. So when Finnegan Lane, my foster brother,
gets word of a surprising inheritance, we ﬁgure: why not skip town for someplace less dangerous for a few days?"-Page 4 of cover. Spartan Heart A Mythos Academy Novel Jennifer Estep New school year, same old problems . . . At
Mythos Academy, everyone knows exactly who I am: Rory Forseti, Spartan girl and the daughter of Reapers. Even
though I fought alongside my cousin Gwen Frost to save the mythological world from Loki and his evil Reapers of
Chaos, I’m still the most hated girl at the academy because of all the horrible things my parents did. I had hoped that
this school year would be diﬀerent, but the other kids just won’t let me forget about my parents. But something
strange is going on at the Colorado academy. First, I run into a Viking guy who dislikes me more than most. Then I
notice some odd artifacts in the Library of Antiquities. And worst of all, I start hearing rumors about a new group of
Reapers who can summon mythological monsters. I might be the most hated girl at Mythos Academy, but I’m also the
only one who can save it . . . Seasons of Sorcery A Fantasy Anthology Brightlynx Publishing Includes 2019 RITA® Award
Novella Finalist THE DRAGONS OF SUMMER! Now on sale for $2.99 WINTER'S WEB BY JENNIFER ESTEP An assassin at a
renaissance faire. What could possibly go wrong? Everything, if you’re Gin Blanco. This Spider is trapped in someone
else’s icy web—and it seems like they don’t want her to leave the faire alive . . . A WILDERNESS OF GLASS BY GRACE
DRAVEN The stretch of sea known as the Gray rules the lives of those in the village of Ancilar, including widow Brida
Gazi. In the aftermath of an autumn storm, Brida discovers one of the sea's secrets cast onto the shore—a discovery
that will change her world, mend her soul, and put her in the greatest danger she's ever faced. A CURSE FOR SPRING
BY AMANDA BOUCHET A malevolent spell strangles the kingdom of Leathen in catastrophic drought. Prince Daric must
break the curse before his people starve. A once-mighty goddess trapped in a human body might be the key—but
saving his kingdom could mean losing all that he loves. THE DRAGONS OF SUMMER BY JEFFE KENNEDY As unoﬃcial
consort to the High Queen, former mercenary Harlan Konyngrr faces a challenge worse than looming war and fearsome
dragons. His long-held secrets threaten what he loves most—and he must make a choice between vows to two women.
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Carniepunk: Parlor Tricks Simon and Schuster Come one! Come all! Witness Gin Blanco—aka the Elemental Assassin, aka
the Spider—go toe to toe against the Esmerelda the Amazing's Wheel of Death and some dangerously creepy clowns!
Only at The Carnival of Wondrous Wonders! A free story from the forthcoming Carniepunk urban fantasy anthology
starring bestselling authors Rachel Caine, Jennifer Estep, Kevin Hearne, Seanan McGuire, and Rob Thurman, and also
includes Delilah S. Dawson, Kelly Gay, Mark Henry, Hillary Jacques, Jackie Kessler, Kelly Meding, Allison Pang, Nicole D.
Peeler, and Jaye Wells. Samples of all fourteen tales are included to tantalize and to tease. Come to the Carniepunk
midway and explore the creepy, mysterious, magical world of traveling carnivals today! Sharpest Sting An Elemental
Assassin Book Jennifer Estep The truth won’t set me free—but it will probably get me killed ... As Gin Blanco, aka the
assassin the Spider, I’m used to having a target on my back. But ever since I started investigating the secret society
known as the Circle, that target seems bigger than ever. Still, I’m trying to relax and enjoy the events leading up to my
friends’ wedding when I learn that an old enemy has returned to Ashland. And that’s the just beginning of my latest
nightmare. Soon, I have Circle goons watching my every move, but I have no choice but to continue searching for a key
piece of evidence against the evil group. The deeper I dig, the more horrifying secrets I uncover, and the more
dangerous things become for me and my friends. Just when I think I ﬁnally have a handle on things, a shocking
revelation shatters my heart and leaves me with an ugly realization—that betrayal is the sharpest sting of all ... Bitter
Bite Simon and Schuster Which is stronger: blood ties or a battle-tested friendship? That’s the question Gin Blanco asks
when a friend’s long-lost relative strolls into town. The suspicious reunion is a surprise for everyone—and a big
problem for Gin. Book fourteen in the New York Times bestselling urban fantasy series RT Book Reviews calls
“unbeatable entertainment!” It’s not easy being queen bee of an underworld abuzz with crooks and killers. Wielding
my potent Ice and Stone elemental magic will only get me so far—my real secret is my tight-knit makeshift family, a
motley crew of cops and criminals, dwarves and playboys. My foster brother Finnegan Lane is my right-hand man, but
when his suddenly not-dead relative comes back into the picture, I’m the one on the outside looking in. It’s funny how
life works: one minute your best friend is rock-steady, and the next he’s doe-eyed and buying into this whole lovingrelative routine to the point of ignoring you. I’d like to be happy for Finn, I really would. But all of my instincts are
telling me that beneath the syrupy sweet demeanor and old-fashioned charm, this sudden interloper is planning
something. The whole shtick leaves a bitter taste in my mouth. This person might have avoided the grave once, but I’ll
put anyone who hurts Finn in the ground—for good. Snared Simon and Schuster The sixteenth book in the New York
Times bestselling Elemental Assassin urban fantasy series that RT Book Reviews calls, “An extraordinary
series…[containing] one of the most intriguing heroines in the genre.” If you don’t know Gin “the Spider” Blanco, you
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don’t know dangerous female heroines. Irony 101—The Spider herself snared in someone else’s web… Another week,
another few clues trickling in about the Circle, the mysterious group that supposedly runs the city’s underworld.
Gathering intel on my hidden enemies is a painstaking process, but a more immediate mystery has popped up on my
radar: a missing girl. My search for the girl begins on the mean streets of Ashland, but with all the killers and crooks in
this city, I’m not holding out much hope that she’s still alive. A series of clues leads me down an increasingly dark,
dangerous path, and I realize that the missing girl is really just the ﬁrst thread in this web of evil. As an assassin, I’m
used to facing down the worst of the worst, but nothing prepares me for this new, terrifying enemy—one who strikes
from the shadows and is determined to make me the next victim. Mercy Blade A Jane Yellowrock Novel Penguin Jane, a
shapeshifting vampire-hunter-for-hire, crosses paths with a stranger who has arrived in New Orleans, enlisted to hunt
vampires who have gone insane-or so he says... Wicked Deeds on a Winter's Night Simon and Schuster With this followup to the acclaimed and bestselling "No Rest for the Wicked," Cole continues her seductive paranormal series featuring
a brutal Highland werewolf and an exquisite young witch--adversaries with a blood vendetta between them who so
give in to forbidden temptation. Original. Blood Cross Penguin View our feature on Faith Hunter’s Blood Cross. Jane
Yellowrock is back on the prowl against the children of the night... The vampire council has hired skinwalker Jane
Yellowrock to hunt and kill one of their own who has broken sacred ancient rules-but Jane quickly realizes that in a
community that is thousands of years old, loyalties run deep... Tempest Rising Book 1 in the Jane True series Hachette
UK Jane True has always felt like a misﬁt in Rockabill. With a shady family background and a tragic past, she's used to
being rejected by so-called 'normal' society. But she's about to discover there's more to this town than meets the eye.
During her nightly swim in the ocean, a grisly ﬁnd leads Jane to some startling revelations about Rockabill - and about
her own dark heritage. Behind everyday life, she uncovers a world ﬁlled with strange, powerful (not to mention
alluring) supernatural beings. It's a world both frightening and deadly. But it could be just what Jane's looking for . . .
Touch of Frost Kensington Books The new girl at a school for mythical warriors is out to solve her classmate’s murder in
the New York Times bestselling author’s YA fantasy series debut. My name is Gwen Frost, and I go to Mythos
Academy—a school of myths, magic and warrior whiz kids, where even the lowliest geek knows how to chop oﬀ
somebody's head with a sword. Logan Quinn, the hottest Spartan guy in school, also happens to be the deadliest. But
lately, things have been weird, even for Mythos. First, mean girl Jasmine Ashton was murdered in the Library of
Antiquities. Then, someone stole the Bowl of Tears, a magical artifact that can be used to bring about the second
Chaos War. That kinda puts us on the verge of death, destruction and lots of other bad, bad things. Now I'm
determined to ﬁnd out who killed Jasmine and why – especially since I should have been the one who died. Kill the
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Queen HarperCollins Gladiator meets Game of Thrones: a royal woman becomes a skilled warrior to destroy her
murderous cousin, avenge her family, and save her kingdom in this ﬁrst entry in a dazzling fantasy epic from the New
York Times and USA Today bestselling author of the Elemental Assassin series—an enthralling tale that combines
magic, murder, intrigue, adventure, and a hint of romance. In a realm where one’s magical power determines one’s
worth, Lady Everleigh’s lack of obvious ability relegates her to the shadows of the royal court of Bellona, a kingdom
steeped in gladiator tradition. Seventeenth in line for the throne, Evie is nothing more than a ceremonial ﬁxture,
overlooked and mostly forgotten. But dark forces are at work inside the palace. When her cousin Vasilia, the crown
princess, assassinates her mother the queen and takes the throne by force, Evie is also attacked, along with the rest of
the royal family. Luckily for Evie, her secret immunity to magic helps her escape the massacre. Forced into hiding to
survive, she falls in with a gladiator troupe. Though they use their talents to entertain and amuse the masses, the
gladiators are actually highly trained warriors skilled in the art of war, especially Lucas Sullivan, a powerful magier
with secrets of his own. Uncertain of her future—or if she even has one—Evie begins training with the troupe until she
can decide her next move. But as the bloodthirsty Vasilia exerts her power, pushing Bellona to the brink of war, Evie’s
fate becomes clear: she must become a fearsome gladiator herself . . . and kill the queen. Jinx "She never wanted to be
a superhero. Too much danger. Too much spandex. Bella Belluci's big passion is the arts. Her big pain is being born
into a family of superheroes. Bella might feel diﬀerently if her own superpower was one she could control-- or at least
get some use out of. Instead, hers is one of capricious luck--supercharged telekinesis. In other words, static electricity.
Bella knows that's not a power-- just a jinx. During a gala fund-raiser for the local art museum, Bella comes upon two
things no Bigtime supergirl should be without: an ubervillain of her very own who plans to steal a priceless gem, and a
dashing-- if slightly shady-- stranger named Debonair. He may have a reputation as a notorious playboy, but the real
sparks are going to come from Bella, who's ﬁnally going to learn just how well love and danger mix--"--Page 4 of cover.
Tempest's Fury Book 5 in the Jane True series Hachette UK Sometimes the truth can be hard to handle. Supernatural
halﬂing Jane True's not happy. She's been packed oﬀ to England to ﬁght a war when she'd much rather be getting busy
with her boyfriend Anyan. Unfortunately, Jane's enemies have been stirring up some major trouble and attracting a lot
of attention - making it rather tricky for Jane and Anyan to get any alone time. Catapulted into the role of Most Unlikely
Hero Ever, Jane must lead supernatural races in a desperate battle to combat an ancient evil. But she'll also have to
ﬁght her own insecurities, as well as the doubts of those who don't think she can live up to her new role as Champion the most powerful supernatural leader of all . . . Unwanted Simon and Schuster The New York Times bestselling
Elemental Assassin series continues with a new e-novella—from the point of view of Finnegan Lane, the foster brother
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of Gin Blanco, and a fan favorite of readers of the series. The fallout from his disastrous “family reunion” in Bitter Bite
has left Finn feeling hurt, angry, and depressed. He can barely stand to look at himself in the mirror, much less eat any
of the delicious barbecue from Gin’s famed Pork Pit restaurant. But when the funeral for a slain security guard at his
bank turns into a showdown with some nasty underworld giants, Finn knows that he must act in order to protect an
innocent family. Finnegan Lane might be the most unwanted man in Ashland these days, but he’s determined to try to
make amends for his past mistakes... Last Strand An Elemental Assassin book Jennifer Estep Every bloody thread has
been leading to this . . . I’ve battled a lot of bad guys in my time, both as Gin Blanco and as the notorious assassin the
Spider. But I’ve never faced oﬀ against anyone quite as powerful and deadly as the dastardly leader of the Circle
secret society. Just when I ﬁnally have a lead on how I can defeat the evil group once and for all, new information
comes to light that throws me for a loop. Suddenly, everyone and everything I love is in imminent peril of being
destroyed, and I’m racing against the clock to ﬁgure out a way to save my friends. The stakes couldn’t be higher, and
the danger has never been greater. Somehow, I need to weave one last strand in my web of death—and kill my
enemies before they kill me . . . Kitty's House of Horrors Hachette UK Talk radio host and celebrity werewolf Kitty
Norville has agreed to appear on TV's ﬁrst all-supernatural reality show. What she's expecting is cheesy competitions
and manufactured drama starring shapeshifters, vampires, and psychics. But what begins as a publicity stunt is all too
quickly turning into a ﬁght for her life. Kitty and her fellow housemates arrive at the remote mountain lodge where the
show is set, but no sooner does ﬁlming start when violence erupts. It doesn't take Kitty long to suspect the show is
nothing more than a cover for some nefarious plot. Then the cameras stop rolling, cast members start dying, and Kitty
learns she and her monster housemates are not battling for a prize: they are, ironically enough, themselves the
ultimate prize, in a very diﬀerent game. Stranded with no power, no phones, and no way to know who can be trusted,
she must ﬁnd a way to defeat the evil closing in ... before it kills them all.
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